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Nembrini Audio IR Loader

Nembrini Audio launches its new IR Loader plugin, designed by company founder

Igor Nembrini, the creator behind many of the world’s most popular guitar amp

simulation plugins. This innovative tool allows guitarists to quickly and easily load

their favourite IRs giving them effortless access to their preferred sound.

An IR Loader plugin is a vital piece of software for musicians practicing and
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recording their guitar with a DAW plus pedal and amp simulations. The Nembrini

Audio IR Loader allows users to up load as many as three cabinet impulse response

files and use them in combination with the company’s Power Amplifier modelled on

an AB Push-Pull EL34 tube amplifier with three feedback modes. The plugin’s

browser lets users view and explore their favourite IR files and load them simply

and quickly.

Included in the IR Loader is a custom designed desk compressor, six band

parametric equalizer and a bass enhancer. The compressor comes with a side chain

high pass filter to help reduce low end reaction and give more transparent sounds.

The graphic display and spectrum analyser allow users to see the equalizer’s 6

bands  in real time and so create sounds in just few clicks. Plus the circuit of the

bass enhancer is inspired by Little Labs Voice Of God*. Used together these features

offer the ideal tool to manage and manipulate guitar and bass IRs.

Nembrini Audio’s IR Loader easily imports IR files and allows users to toggle or mix

the different cabinets with complete consistency on stage, in the studio or at home.

System requirement free iLok** account.

* Please note that all marks and models are trademarks of their respective owners,

which are in no way associated or affiliated with Nembrini Audio. These marks and

names are used for the sole purpose of describing certain tones produced using

Nembrini Audio’s modelling technology.

**iLok - No dongle required just free account.

www.nembriniaudio.com
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